When making a gift to York University as part of your estate plan, consider designating York as a beneficiary of a registered account, such as a tax-free savings account (TFSA), a registered retirement savings plan (RRSP) or a registered retirement income fund (RRIF).

You may be surprised to learn that upon your passing, RRSP and RRIF funds become fully taxable as income to your estate—often at the highest tax rate—unless the funds can be transferred to a surviving spouse or other qualifying dependent beneficiary. Charitable gifts of RRSPs and RRIFs eliminate or greatly reduce the deferred tax burden on these funds at the time of passing, especially if you do not have a beneficiary.

**Options**

It is easy to name York University as a beneficiary of your retirement plan by simply contacting your plan administrator for a “designation of beneficiary form” or “multiple beneficiary designation form.”

- You can designate York as a beneficiary of the entire amount of the TFSA/RRSP/RRIF, or you can include the University as one of many beneficiaries, specifying the amount or portion of the registered account payable to York.
- In most cases, it is also possible to name York as a “contingent beneficiary,” meaning that York would receive the amount if your named beneficiary or beneficiaries predecease you.

*Note: Under current Canadian tax law, RRSPs and RRIFs cannot be transferred directly to a registered charity during one’s lifetime and still be eligible for a tax receipt. Rules also differ in Quebec, so it is important to contact your plan administrator for specific details.*

**Benefits**

- Gifts of RRSPs/RRIFs/TFSAs often result in a more sizable donation than you may have been able to make during your lifetime.
- You have complete access to use the fund as needed during your lifetime.
- Gifts are revocable and can easily be changed, usually with no cost.
- The charitable gift will generate a tax credit to offset your estate administration tax payable to the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA).
- Your estate will receive a tax receipt for the total value of your gift. It can be claimed against 100% of net income on your final tax return and the preceding year's return, or for your Estate tax returns.
- Gifts are less likely to be contested than charitable bequests.
Contact Us
We are happy to speak with you or your financial advisor about leaving a future gift to York that is personal and transformational.

Marisa Barlas
Senior Development Officer, Gift Planning
York University
4700 Keele Street, West Office Building
Toronto, ON M3J 1P3

416-650-8221
barlas@yorku.ca
myyorklegacy.com

This information is not intended as a substitution for professional financial advice. If you are considering a planned gift, please consult your tax and legal advisors.

“My life was made possible by education. I am doing what I can—paying forward what people have paid me in the past.”

—Susan Prokopenko (MSc ‘70, PhD ‘73), who created the Dr. Geoffrey Hunter and Dr. Susan Prokopenko Award and made York University a partial beneficiary of her RRSP to further support the award.